NEW THIS TERM! At the end of each session, please share a sentence on what you have been working on this week so that we better get to know one another. Very brief lab updates are encouraged.

Week 1 – 9TH OCTOBER
WELCOME BACK PUB LUNCH AT THE TURF TAVERN
Get to know one another better with drink + food + informal discussion. Please respond to the email sent around, or email organisers, to allow a rough estimate on number of attendees for reservation. Meet at SPR1 entrance at 12 pm for 12.10 pm reservation.

Week 2 – 16TH OCTOBER
RACHEL HOPKINS | PhD candidate & PDRA | RLAHA, University of Oxford |
A matter of time - tracking early modern human migrations into Europe (55,000-35,000 cal BP)

Week 3 – 23RD OCTOBER
DR. MARINE FROUIN | Research fellow | RLAHA, University of Oxford |
What we do in the shadows: an overview

Week 4 – 30TH OCTOBER
LORENA BECERRA-VALDIVIA | PhD candidate | RLAHA, University of Oxford |
Tracking early human presence in North America and Beringia during the late Pleistocene using Bayesian age modelling (Confirmation of status presentation)
TANSY BRANSCOMBE | PhD candidate | RLAHA, University of Oxford |
Integrating biochemical and zooarchaeological approaches to the seasonality of Japanese hunter-gatherers (Transfer of status presentation)

Week 5 – 6TH NOVEMBER
RICHARD CLARK-WILSON | PhD candidate | Geography, Royal Holloway, UoL |
Chronologies and palaeonvironments of humid phases in the western Nefud Desert, Saudi Arabia

Week 6 – 13TH NOVEMBER
ANNA CUTMORE | PhD candidate | Geography, UCL, UoL |
Reconstructing abrupt climate changes of the deglaciation and Holocene: pollen and biomarker analyses from the Iberian Margin

Week 7 – 20TH NOVEMBER
DR. PAUL ALBERT | Research fellow | RLAHA, University of Oxford |
Title TBC; talk will be on the theme of tephra, chronology and volcanism

Week 8 – 27TH NOVEMBER
DR. DAVID CHIVALL | Chemistry laboratory manager | RLAHA, University of Oxford |
Using radiocarbon to identify poached ivory being sold in the EU ivory antiques market

To be added to the mailing list please contact:
Rebecca Kearney (rebecca.kearney@st-annes.ox.ac.uk) | Rebecca Smith (rebecca.smith@seh.ox.ac.uk)